Synthesis of types I and III procollagen and collagen by monkey aortic smooth muscle cells in vitro.
Analysis of pepsin-resistant proteins produced in culture by monkey aortic smooth muscle cells (SMC) indicates the synthesis of types I and III collagen. As determined by carboxymethylcellulose chromatography and disc gel electrophoresis, SMC cultures synthesize more type III collagen than monkey skin fibroblast cultures; aortic adventitial cell cultures (a mixture of SMC and fibroblasts) synthesize an intermediate amount of type III collagen. Both types I and III procollagens can also be isolated from the culture medium of SMC and skin fibroblasts. The procollagens were separated by diethylaminoethylcellulose (DEAE-cellulose) chromatography in identified by electrophoresis and after cleavage with pepsin and cyanogen bromide. Quantitation of the procollagen by DEAE-cellulose chromatography suggests that 68% of the SMC procollagens and less than 10% of the skin fibroblast procollagens are type III. On the other hand, estimation of the proportions of collagen types secreted by cells, employing pepsin digestion of cell culture medium at 15 degrees C, leads to an underestimation of the amount of type III collagen relative to type I. SMC and fibroblasts may differ in their ability to convert type I procollagen to collagen ad indicated by the observation that skin fibroblast culture medium contains both pN and pC collagen intermediates after 24 h, while cultures of SMC essentially lack the pC collagen intermediates.